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GERMAN-SERBIAN FORMULA FOR CANCER?
(TRANSLATED FROM SERBIAN)

By: Ivona Zivkovic
What will surprise many is the fact that in Serbia also, of late, a successful formula against
cancer is being applied, which has given very good results in clinical applications (in vivo) so far,
while in vitro tests perplexed sceptical researchers at the Faculty of Medicine of Kragujevac
(Serbia).
Primarily, Korbazol and Nakvonit formulas are in question. The principal formula is actually
Korbazol, while in the therapy administered by the private Belgrade Hospital Nova Vita other
formulas are also used, such as Amazonski Megamin, Imunark, Gonebazol, etc. These formulas
have been developed and modelled for years in Germany and that was done by a group of
geneticists and biochemists whose research was probably covered by the Bayer Company (since
some of them worked for it). It is not known whether the powerful German concern abandoned
further work on this preparation because it was not profitable or for some other reasons. In any
case, like all large pharmaceutical firms, they “are still working” on cancer –related research.
But independent researchers continued what Bayer did not. Here too, according to some
indications, some tried to prevent a formula against cancer from natural ingredients being put
on the market, so it became only a supplementary nutritive formula. Official medicine ignores
this formula and the name Korbazol is derived from the name (i.e. nickname) of one doctor Korb,
who was a member of Bayer’s research team. But since no inventor of a successful therapy in
treating cancer was offered fame and money, but exclusively harassment, dismissal from work
and threats – their names have remained a secret. Thus the creation of Korbazol is partly
shrouded in mystery.
It goes without saying that the major “flaw” of this formula is that it is composed of common,
natural substances (the main being Amazonian minerals, algae, grasses, pollen and propolis)
and that it probably cannot be patented and profitably marketed.
It is only by dint of circumstance, the personal connections and obstinacy of a Belgrader
(Milomir Kandić) that this formula found its way into Serbia, where in Belgrade’s Biofarm (of
which Kandić is a co-owner with German partners) they started manufacturing it, not as a
cancer cure but as a nutrient immunity booster formula. Of course, a cure against cancer still
officially – DOES NOT EXIST. But all those who have carefully read texts about cancer on this site
know that cancer is in fact a chronic metabolic disorder.
It is precisely this metabolic therapy that the Nova Vita private hospital in Belgrade (in
Rakovica), which is part of the German-Serbian Biofarm Company, started applying several
years ago by means of the above formulas. As clinical treatment with the mentioned formulas
demonstrated very good results in some types of cancer (but other illnesses as well) the Nova
Vita Internal Medicine Hospital specialised in cancer over time. Believe it or not, there is neither
surgery nor radiation there, but a specific immunotherapy applying the already mentioned
natural formulas is administered. Regrettably, the largest number of patients so far started this
type of treatment only after having exhausted all other methods of conventional “curing” and
having been told by their doctors: “We have done everything in our power, but…”
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Blood is a vital tissue
and only a minor disorder in the manner of its functioning damages the feeding and work of all
cells in the organism. To lose an arm or a leg is a lesser evil for the entire organism. A dark field
microscopy image of red blood cells after conventional chemotherapy is shown in the above
pictures. The small red circles are red blood cells. Healthy energy-replete red blood cells before
chemotherapy are shown in the left picture and the same after chemotherapy are shown in the
right one. Do you see the difference? Regrettably, most people subjected to chemotherapy do
not know this.
A MAGIC OR A NATURAL FORMULA AGAINST CANCER?
Let us now dwell on the formula itself and the possible way in which it works. Let me remark
that only one in-depth study has been undertaken so far by relevant scientific institutions in
Serbia under laboratory conditions, while still no one from state institutions has shown serious
interest in clinical testing (in vivo). But, for many cancer patients who came to Nova Vita as
written-off cases and left it with their cancer symptoms subsided or completely gone, that is in
fact not important.
Korbazol is a nutritive formula on the basis of propolis, pollen and honey (cancer thrives on
sugar) which also contains a type of alga, a mixture of various grass grains and some fruits from
the Amazon river valley (probably berries of the Brazilian acai palm), exceptionally rich in
energy and minerals and which most probably contain some substances which have a lethal
effect on cancer cells. Live cells suffer no consequences. It also contains the mineral zeolite,
which has the extraordinary quality of absorbing toxins. The highest-grade zeolite in the world
is precisely in Serbia in the area of northern Kosovo. According to some sparse information, the
bombing of Serbia in 1991 by the NATO Alliance with depleted uranium, aimed at examining the
effects of zeolite on neutralising radioactive particles in particular. Kosovo is rich in both
uranium and zeolite. The precise formulas of Korbazol and Nakvonit are a business secret of the
Biofarm Company. So is the Gonebazol formula (also manufactured by Biofarm) whose capacity
of regenerating radiation-damaged cells has been scientifically tested. These tests were carried
out by the “Vinča” Serbian Institute for Nuclear Sciences, but this formula is not the subject of
this text.
In order for us to understand the possible way in which the Korbazol and Nakvonit formulas
work, we have to examine the genesis of cancer in another way also. We shall also draw on the
claims made in an interview ten years ago by German biologist and virologist Dr. Stefan Lanka
who also studied the evolution of marine life forms.
Namely, one of the reasons why contemporary medicine is allegedly unable to understand the
exact cause of the development of cancer, probably also lies in the fact that studies of medicine
ignore the very phenomenon of the genesis of life. But, if we were to apply contemporary
(hidden?) knowledge about that to the phenomenon of cancer we would reach the logical
conclusion why various natural formulas used by alternative medicine become effective.
WHERE IS THE SOLUTION TO THE TREATMENT OF CANCER?
Life is stored energy which organised itself and functions on a principle which changes
depending on the natural milieu (electromagnetic, chemical, thermal…). Only the particle of life
– the protite (microzyma, somatid), as discovered and named by Dr.Antoine Bechamp – is
eternal and indestructible. It fills the entire universe. Everything else changes. Thus, death
also, as defined by contemporary medicine, is only a change of life form.
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The large empty circles are red blood cells.The small white dots are the
Protits. When they join together they form rods and cocci and... And every live form. The Protit
is the smallest living thing, the God's particle of life.
When we speak about the human organism, it works on the principle of a functional
endosymbiosis of trillions of cells (formed of protits) which exchange energy and information
(genetic material) and practically work as a team. Every cell contains bacteria mitochondria.
Man is thus a very complex colony of bacteria. Such colony is able to concentrate enormous
quantity of bioenergy.
This complex symbiosis is today in harmony with the homeostatic principle which is sustained on
Earth, the sole on which we can function in our present form. At this moment, the basic milieu
for the life of people on Earth is a planetary homeostasis which maintains an optimal
temperature between 15 and 35 degrees C, a quantity of slat in the sea of 3 – 4 %, a 21 %
concentration of oxygen, ammonia which neutralises strong sulphuric acids, ozone which
protects DNA molecules against ultra-violet radiation, etc. The particle of life – the protite – does
not disappear with a change of these values, because it is indestructible, but only the symbiotic
principle of energy maintaining and generating which prompts protites to group into different
life forms changes.

Everything on Earth and
the entire Universe are part of the same principle which always lives, bonds and creates:
galaxies, stars, planets, bacteria, plants, animals… From the smallest to the largest all are
infused with the same energy and the same principle of existence.
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So, only what is part of nature and what the organism accepts as functional in maintaining what
constitutes the fundament of life, namely the energy generating, can be involved in the natural
symbiosis of the cells of the human organism (i.e. of the mitochondria in them). Any disruption
in the energy supply or communication among cells can be rectified only if the organism
successfully puts up a united front against it (by way of the immune system) and symbiosis
continues functioning on the universal principle and at the optimum level of energy maintaining
and generating.
Artificially created molecules of compounds created in chemical laboratories in scientific and
research centres, which never bond in nature, have no place in this symbiosis. What has not
been created in nature, such as synthetic drugs, for example, are a toxin to this symbiosis,
which enter it by force and deceit, masked as part of symbiotic material. Its task is to destroy a
process and thereby mitigate symptoms showing a functional mistake in the organism. No
symptoms – no mistake. Modern allopathic medicine calls the elimination of symptoms "curing".
If an organ fails due to lack of energy it is simply excised and removed. Conventional medicine
today treats the living organism as a machine. Organ donation is profitable storage of “spare
parts”.
WHAT IS CANCER IN SUCH A SYMBIOSIS?
Dr. Stefan Lanka believes that primitive bacteria as monocellular organisms which existed on
Earth before oxygen appeared in the atmosphere generated energy through a primitive process
of fermentation. This yielded very small quantities of energy, insufficient for communication with
other bacteria.
It is believed that the planets had not always been in their present-day array and it was only
with a change of circumstances in the Solar System, when Earth assumed its present position in
relation to the Sun, that this too was reflected on the functioning of bacteria. Namely, they thus
started using photosynthesis, i.e. the energy of the Sun, in order to degrade matter and extract
more electrons from it.
They learned to split water molecules and extract electrons, thus releasing oxygen. A
consequence of this is that over time the atmosphere and water on the entire Earth became
saturated with oxygen.
The next evolutionary step was, according to Lanka, when some bacteria learned to use oxygen
in order to generate even more energy (by the oxidation of organic matter). They then built
their own “furnace” as it were and could generate 20 to 30 times more energy from molecules of
sugar than through the process of fermentation. In the process, oxygen sucked out many
electrons from sugar molecules so they obtained much larger quantities of energy than they
needed for simple division and sustenance of bacterial life. Then they were able to associate and
form more complex colonial forms.

Different forms
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of bacterial colonies
It is on this principle that bacteria called mitochondria work today, which are found in every
single cell of our organisms and as a cellular battery store energy necessary for the work of each
cell. They store energy in molecules called adenosine triphosphate (ATP).
Mitochondria generate energy the cell needs to be able to feed itself, differentiate into a specific
type of cell, exchange genetic material with other cells and achieve a symbiosis which forms a
complex organism.

Are all these forms of life only different forms of bacterial colonies and symbiosis?
Thus, the basis for the creation of complex symbioses was surplus energy and every cell in the
human organism therefore has to produce a specific quantity of energy (from 29 to 38 molecules
of ATP from one molecule of glycose). All this take place at a 21% concentration of oxygen in
the atmosphere.

The
mitochondria in the cell and a diagram of the complex process of the chain transport of electrons
believed to be taking place in it
But, if the quantity of oxygen transported by the blood for some reason becomes smaller and
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insufficient for this cellular “furnace” which must be “stoked” in order to be able to extract
nutritive molecules – a problem arises. This cellular battery is left without sufficient energy for
proper nutrition and communication.

The cell then either dies or feverishly strives to survive by reverting to the way a simple
monocellular organism feeds – and that is fermentation. Then it no longer uses oxygen, but
becomes anaerobic and generates very little energy (1 to 2 ATP molecules from one molecule of
glycose). Since it has no surplus energy, it is unable to communicate with other cells but can
only divide and thus continues to live by itself. That is a cancer cell as described by Nobel
laureate Otto Warburg back in 1940.
Therefore, cancer is not a foreign body in the organism, but part of a complex symbiosis with
cells which are no longer able to fit into a multicellular community which uses oxygen, but which
have become anaerobic.
Cancer, therefore, does not have characteristic symptoms as is the case with the effects of
toxins on the organism, but is a process which goes on undetected for years until a
non-functional tissue which becomes noticeable develops.

THE PROBLEM OF THE STEM CELL DUE TO LACK OF ENERGY
Cancer in fact originates in parts of tissue where a cell has sustained permanent damage. These
cells then need to be replaced by “universal” cells which have not differentiated during
embryonic development, but have permanently remained “captive” at the embryonic stage.
These are stem cells. They are activated and transformed into a specific type of cell when
necessary. For instance, when a bone is fractured, universal cells from bone marrow transform
themselves into bone cells and regenerate damaged bone tissue. Thus the bone heals. If such a
stem cell is instructed to transform itself into a bone cell and is unable to generate enough
energy to do the job, it will frantically attempt to transform into a bone cell but will not manage
to do so for lack of energy. Thus, if it does not die, it remains living as an anaerobic monocellular
organism (because the particle of life is indestructible), constantly multiplying as a bacterium.
Unable to achieve energy communication with other cells, it does not get the message when it
should stop multiplying.
This was established as far back as in 1902 by the Scottish doctor John Beard.
Dr. Stefan Lanka claims that because of that a cancer cell has only embryonic markers on its
surface, so testing for different cancer markers is only a profitable business and is of no bearing
on the early detection of cancer.
Dr Stefan Lanka
In its attempts to differentiate a cancer cell eventually loses part of its genetic material, which
was once considered to be the cause of cancer. However, according to recent findings also
supported by Dr. Lanka, the process is set in motion by the lack of oxygen.
There are different reasons why the supply of oxygen to a cell can be stopped: if the blood has
been oxidised by the intake of nitrites (which are contained in numerous stimulants, including
the famous Viagra), or sulphonamides (the popular Bactrim being one) or if heavy metals appear
on the path between blood and the cell (introduced via vaccines). The lack of fatty acids in
nutrition (Omega 3) can also prevent cellular oxygen intake, as can radiation. A problem is also
an energy decline in all mitochondria in the cell due to a lack of micronutrients serving to
”stoke” the cellular “furnace”, or the excessive use of antibiotics.
From the above we may conclude that the treatment of this disorder is possible only when a
natural substance is introduced into the complex cellular symbiosis, which it will receive and
which will by way of oxygen introduce electrons into the cancer cell, stoke “the furnace” in the
mitochondria and with this additional energy help it achieve communication with other cells. The
immune system will then successfully activate the process of apoptosis (programmed death) of
cancer cells.
HOW EFFICIENT IS KORBAZOL?
Theoretically, this could be the way in which the Korbazol and Nakvonit formulas work. Electrons
are transported by the minerals which this formula abounds in, but also one species of Amazon
algae (proteins of algae have an exceptional symbiotic ability), while Amazonian pollen and
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propolis are the bait with which psychotoxic molecules from other plants will also enter the
cancer cell and which will induce it to apoptosis. The zeolite will pick up the toxins which may
have prevented the supply of oxygen to the cancer cell.
In contrast to this explanation in lay terms, contemporary science has given all chemical
processes and every single fragment of protein seen under huge electronic microscopes precise
names, and is given to scientifically interpreting everything in such terms. In that way the
effects of this formula were tested for a year at the Institute for Microbiology and Immunology
of the Faculty of Medicine in Kragujevac in Serbia. Although initially they refused to engage in
this research, for as they themselves said: “…doctors have reservations towards everything
coming from the world which is not based on facts known to them”, they accepted to do the
analysis because of the curiosity of individuals from this institution.
Thus, this expert study reached the conclusion that: “Nakvonit and Korbazol have a selective
cytotoxic effect and the cytotoxic effect increases with the increase of the dose of tested
substances and the time of incubation”.
They have also discovered that the mentioned formulas activate specific caspases (-2, -4 and
-3). Caspases is the biological term for enzymes which as mediators participate in cellular
apoptosis.
As we have seen that an oxygen deficit, according to Dr. Warburg, is the main factor in the
development of cancer, the third conclusion of the research in Kragujevac is particularly
interesting. It reveals that: “Nakvonit and Korbazol increase the concentration of
malonildialdehydes and hydrogen peroxide by inhibiting (stopping) superoxide dismutase and
glutation peroxidase”.
Superoxide dismutase and glutation peroxidase are antioxidants. Hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) has
one atom of oxygen more than water. Malondialdehyde is a biomarker for oxidative stress.
Simply speaking, these formulas evidently open the way to a larger number of oxygen atoms
into a cancer cell as well as to a larger number of free radicals where they produce oxidative
stress which triggers the complex mechanism which leads the cell into apoptosis.
The percentage of malignant cells killed in this way (in vitro) is from 60 to 90 over 24 hours,
which depends on the concentration of substances in the formula and the type of the malignant
cells. For these researchers, Korbazol and Nakvonit are currently the strongest known natural
cytostatic.
Serious clinical testing in Serbia could in this case be very intriguing, but the powerful medical
establishment (which imposes chemotherapy, radiation and surgery) probably wishes to avoid
it.
Nevertheless, word of these successful formulas spread, so that Americans, Italians, Romanians,
Hungarians, Arabs and, most interesting of all, doctors themselves, also became patients.

Dr Albu Zaruba
Part One

Part Two

The formula has not so far proven very successful in the treatment of bone and brain cancer.
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